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You don’t just clean cars--you detail!  You use the right tool for the job.

You need the right brush to clean seatbelts -- and it is finally here!
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You make the outside and the inside of the car shine- but open
the door and see seatbelts with coffee stains, make-up stains, 
ketchup and maybe a little grease from french fries - and it 
doesn’t seem quite as shiny!  The traditional way to get  
seatbelts clean is with a small handled brush.  That works 
fine --BUT-- you pull the seatbelt out, apply your favorite 
cleaner and you are pushing the belt into air.  Then do the 
same thing to the other side of the seat belt.  What if there 
was a better way, a way that was fast but also effective and easier.
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BLUGATOR™ The Seatbelt Brush is your answer!

The patent pending BLUGATOR™ seatbelt brush is ergonomically designed for the pro detailer. Pull 
out the seatbelt and insert between the BLUGATOR’S™ two levels of brush fiber.  You are instantly 
cleaning both sides of the seatbelt at the same time.  You are not wasting energy-The BLUGATOR™ 
allows you to use the cleaning energy to clean both sides of the seatbelt at once!allows you to use the cleaning energy to clean both sides of the seatbelt at once!
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The BLUGATOR™  Seatbelt Brush was introduced at the recent car shows.   Detailers watched with 
amazement at how much easier and how much more effective the BLUGATOR™ seatbelt brush is--
then they tried it and wanted it immediately.   This is how the detailer can create add-on services and
grow sales.  Or it makes the overall detailing process more effective and much easier for your detailing
team--no one will skip detailing seatbelts with the BLUGATOR™. 

Checkout the BLUGATOR™ Seatbelt Cleaning Brush! 
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